
SELF-SERVICE
SMART LOCKERS
FOR EVERYONE



INTRODUCING OX POINT

WHAT WE DO?

An open network of shared smart lockers and mailboxes OX POINT which brings a simple and secure 
way to deliver and send parcels 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, simply anytime.

OX BOX lockers and mailboxes are available in many variants providing a solution for everyone.  
 
Currently, we operate a nationwide shared network of lockers OX BOX Public which is expanding from 
250 places to new locations and to small municipalities where there is no post office.

We also operate and develop a network of luggage storages OX BOX Luggage all around Czechia and 
abroad.  

For businesses and enterprises, we offer smart solutions for self-service reception desk OX BOX Office  
or self-service lockers and storage boxes OX BOX Locker. 

And for modern households ordering often on e-shops, we offer a unique private system of mailboxes 
OX BOX Home.

We are also preparing a network of shared mailboxes OX BOX Resident for residential buildings in cities 
and towns and a network of smart city stations OX BOX Station.

Choose what suits your needs the best!
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European company
Developement and production take place 
in the heart of Europe, the Czech Republic. 
Strategic location minimizes logistic costs 
and ensures production flexibility.

Premium quality
A fully automated production ensures 
premium quality of our products which 
are also suitable in variable climatic 
conditions.  

Modularity
Fully automated production ensures high 
quality of our products. Materials and 
finishes used are suitable for demanding 
outdoor conditions.

Proprietary software
We are able to customize the product 
and the solution in accordance  
with your needs. 
 

Fast delivery
We have large production and storage 
capacities in the Czech Republic available. 
That guarantees fast delivery of products 
to our customers. 

Professional services
Installation, monitoring, maintenance, 
service, SW integration, improvements, 
developement, customer and technical 
support, 24/7 call center, etc.

OX BOX OfficeOX BOX Resident OX BOX Locker

OX BOX Public OX BOX HomeOX BOX Luggage

OUR KEY ADVANTAGES

OUR SMART 
MAILBOXES FAMILY



Self-service solution

Applications for mobile devices

POS terminal with user navigation

Sharing between multiple users

Short- and long-term storage

Optional integration of added value 
services

OX BOX LUGGAGE
Self-service luggage storage  
for any area including railway 
stations and airports.

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

MULTILINGUAL 
INTERFACE

CUSTOMER 
SUPPORT

MULTIFUNCTIONAL
BILDINGS

STATIONS
AIRPORTS

E-COMMERCE 
SERVICES

Self-service solution

Applications for mobile devices

POS terminal with user navigation

Handover point between two users

Receiving and sending of parcels

Delivery of fresh and frozen food

OX BOX PUBLIC
A public mailbox system for 
receiving and sending of 
parcels which is able to  
accept card payments.

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

CUSTOMER  
SUPPORT

ALL 
CARRIERS

PUBLIC  
PLACES SHOPS E-COMMERCE 

E-SHOPS



OX BOX HOME
A private mailbox for households 
buying goods via e-shops,  
incl. fresh food.

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

CUSTOMER  
SUPPORT

ANY 
CARRIER

PRIVATE
PROPERTIES SHOPS     E-COMMERCE 

        E-SHOPS

Contactless receiving of parcels

Applications for mobile devices

Remote control of the mailbox

Sharing between multiple users

Receiving and sending of parcels

Fresh-food delivery

Self-service solution

Applications for mobile devices

Remote management of mailboxes

Sharing between multiple users

Receiving and sending of parcels

Optional integration of added value services

OX BOX RESIDENT
A network of smart shared mailboxes 
for private residential premisses and 
buildings in cities and towns.  

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

CUSTOMER  
SUPPORT

ANY 
CARRIER

RESIDENTIAL 
AREAS

RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGS

OFFICE 
BUILDINGS



Self-service solution

Applications for mobile devices

POS terminal with user navigation

Sharing between multiple users

Remote management

Optional integration of added value services

OX BOX OFFICE
Self-service reception for depositing and 
picking up keys, documents, and smaller 
parcels in offices, hotels and mid-size 
companies.

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

MULTILINGUAL 
INTERFACE

RECEPTION 
DESKS

SHOPS PUBLIC 
INSTITUTIONS

GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES

Self-service solution

Applications for mobile  
devices

RFID chips for a quick access

Sharing between multiple users

High variability

Remote management

OX BOX LOCKER
Self-service smart lockers and 
storage boxes for administrative 
and office buildings. 

AVAILABLE
24/7/365

CUSTOMER  
SUPPORT

LOCKERS 
& BOXES

MATERIAL 
STORAGE

EQUIPMENT 
STORAGE

TOOL 
DISPENSING



Various sizes 
of boxes

Shelf load 
capacity 
35 or 60 kgs

Modular solution

Optional 
configuration 
for fresh or 
frozen food

Electro-magnetic 
safety lock

Self-supporting 
construction

Robust construction 
and premium materials

Anticorrosive 
and antigraffiti 
surface 
finishing

QR and EAN code reader

POS terminal for visual communication and navigation

Contactless payment terminal

Multilingual interface

 
Customizable space for your branding

 
Speakers for audio communication

SPECIFICATION



SELF-SERVICE
SMART LOCKERS
FOR EVERYONE

OX Point a.s. 
Stetkova 1638/18 
140 00 Prague 4 
Czech Republic 

 
Tel.: +420 724 323 438 

+420 565 300 358 
www.oxpoint.cz 
Manufacturer:  

www.conteg.com
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